Covid procedure for subbing and performing in IHSSA LG 2022
Here is the procedure for dealing with Covid and Large Group activities. Please
call the State Office if you need to have this explained in greater detail.

If a group has a member(s) test positive or member(s) have to quarantine due to
close contact the group can still perform and receive a rating without those
members several ways.
You will be able to sub a new person in and perform.
You will be able to have a person stand and read the role with script or even act
with script and still receive a rating for those who are dealing with Covid and
cannot perform in person. This is for any event including group mime.
There is no limits on number of events for a person who is subbing in for a Covid
situation. In another words a person could be in 3 mimes to replace two other
performers in 2 mimes so the rest of the group could perform.
You must contact the state office via phone and explain the Covid situation at
your school and in turn the state office will contact the contest manager. We will
explain to the contest judge that they are only to judge those students who are
still performing and not the students are subbing in or reading a script.
You do not have to submit a sub form for a Covid subbing situation.
If a solo mime performer is due to sit out with Covid they will NOT perform and
will not be able to move through the contest situation. This is very similar to how
they are handling a wrestler at a sectional.
By doing the above your groups can still perform and receive a rating without
those students who are out for Covid.

